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Ford’s FollyTM

About this 7Font
Ford’s Follyis a lively yet sophisticated handwriting font designed by Ascender’s Jim Ford. The Ford’s 
Follyfont captures the look and spirit of the designer’s handwriting using a SharpieTM Ultra Fine felt 
pen. This casual script font evokes an energetic feeling, and has very legible letterforms without quirky 
distractions. Jim Ford took his hand global by creating a massive multilingual character set. 

The Ford’s Folly font features the WGL Pan-European character set (Eastern Europe, Cyrillic, Greek and 
Turkish) and advanced typographic features for use with OpenType-savvy applications. Ford’s Follyis a fun 
and attractive handwriting font that is great for greeting cards, menus, advertisements, scrapbooking and 
many other jects that can benefit from a personal appearance. 

An OpenType-savvy application is required to access the OpenType typographic features.
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0124dfczh WGL Pan-European +

The WGL Pan-European character set contains the common set of letters, numbers, accents, 
punctuation and symbols of the major western European languages. WGL provides support for 
the following languages: Afrikaans, Albanian, Basque, Bulgarian, Byelorussian, Catalan, Croatian, 
Czech, Danish, Dutch, English, Estonian, Finnish, French, German, Greek, Hungarian, Icelandic, 
Indonesian, Italian, Latvian, Lithuanian, Macedonian, Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, 
Russian, Serbian, Slovak, Slovenian, Spanish, Swedish, Turkish and Ukrainian.

ABCDEFGHIJ KLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ & ÆŒŁÐÞ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz æœſßþðłªºⁿ ff fi fl ffi ffl
ΑΒΓΔΕΖΗIΘΙΚΛΜΝΞΟΠΡΣΤΥΦΧΨΩ Ά Έ Ή Ί Ό Ύ Ώ ·́ ΅
αβγδεζηθικλμνξοπρςστυφχψω άέήίΰϊϋόύώΐ 
АБВГДЕЖЗИЙКЛМНОПРСТУФХЦЧШЩЪЫЬЭЮЯЂЄЅJ
абвгдежзийлмнопрстуфхцчшщъыьэeюяё ђѓєѕїљњћќўџґ
ÅÁÀÂÄĀĂĄǺǼ ÇĆĈĊČ ĎĐ ÉÈÊËĒĔĚĖĘ ĜĞĠĢ ĤĦ ÍÌÎÏĨĪĬİ ĲĴ Ķ ĹĻĽĿ 
ÑŃŇŊŅ ÓÔÕÖØŌŎŐ ŔŖŘ ŠŚŜŞ ŢŤŦ ÙÚÛÜŨŪŬŮŰŲ ŴẀẂẄ ŸŶỲÝ ŽŹŻ Ǿ 
åáàâäãăāąǽ çćĉċč ďđ éèëêēĕėęě ĝğġģ ĥħ ìî ï ĩ ī ĭ Įįĳĵ ķĸ ĺļľŀ ñńņňŉŋ øóòôõöōŏő 
ŕŗř šśŝş ţťŧ úùûüũūŭůűų ŵẁẃẅ ýÿŷỳ žźżǻǿ
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OpenType Features → BONUS‼

m Titling Capitals

Titling capitals are specially designed letterforms, such as ornate, inline, white-stroked or refined 
versions of regular capitals, designed for use in all-capital settings or as initial capitals. Fonts with 
titling capitals may also include specially designed figures, monetary symbols, related punctuation, 
and accented characters for use with the titling capitals.

D J Ω Ж [default]

D J Ω Ж [alternates in all CaPs setting]

p Historical Forms

This font contains a historic glyph – the long s

ſ

e Small Caps

These letterforms are smaller versions of the normal capitals and are designed to be visually 
compatible with the lowercase characters of a typeface.  

aBCdefgHiJKlMnOPQrstuVWXYZ
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l Alternates 

The alternate forms were designed to give words a slightly more animated and informal 
appearance and to lend more interest to type composition. 
 

Ω Ж в г д т ш щ

l Stylistic Sets

Stylistic Sets are groupings of stylistic alternatives. This feature can offer aesthetic enhancements 
and typographic flexibility, and can be thought of as “style sheets” for OpenType features. For 
example, a Stylistic Set can combine Small Capitals and Oldstyle Figures. There can be up to 20 
Stylistic Sets in an OpenType font. 

Стал осуществлять удовольствием на мог.

Стал осуществлять удовольствием на мог.

JACKDAWS ΚΕΙΜΕΝΩΝ УЖЕ
JACKDAWS ΚΕΙΜΕΝΩΝ УЖЕ

4

Stylistic Set 1 →

Stylistic Set 2 →
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d Ligatures 

Ligatures are designed to correct awkward combinations where letters may collide. This font 
contains an extended set of ligatures beyond the basic “fi” and “fl” ligatures found in most fonts. 

ff fi fl ffi ffl   (Standard)

f Oldstyle figures 

These figures are designed with ascenders and descenders and have features and proportions 
compatible with the lowercase characters of the typeface. Oldstyle figures are default in Jimi Pro.

1234567890

h Fractions 

These fonts include an expanded set of diagonal fractions, beyond 1/4, 1/2 and 3/4.

¼ ½ ¾ (Basic)  

⅓ ⅔ ⅛ ⅜ ⅝ ⅞ (Extended)  

¹6/35.79 (Arbitrary)

2
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i Superscript/Subscript 

Superior and inferior figures, also known as superscript and subscript letterforms, are used for 
footnote references, chemical compounds, and as mathematical exponents. 

0¹²³456789/0123456789

Scientific Inferiors/Superiors

Scientific Inferior numbers are used primarily in mathematical or chemical notations.

0123456789 H2O 0123456789

0¹²³456789 O² 0123456789

j Ordinals and Superior Letters 

These fonts contain superior letterforms that are used when creating ordinals, which specify 
position in a numbered series, and in certain English, French and Spanish abbreviations.

ª º ⁿ

2
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n Ornaments 

Ornaments add a personal signature to the type family and can be used as title page decoration, 
paragraph markers, dividers for blocks of text, or as repeated bands and borders.

♪♫ 012356789

1
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0

Pick up more
felt tips!

Practice 4
Back on 
@ 8pm
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New strings!
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About the Designer
Jim Ford is a type designer and graphic designer, and joined Ascender’s type design and 
development team in June 2005. A native to the Chicagoland area, Jim studied advertising art 
direction at Columbia College in Chicago before changing course to pursue a career in type 
design. He received his BFA in Graphic Design in 2005, shortly after joining Ascender’s type design 
and development team. Although good penmanship and drawing skills have been under his belt 
since childhood, Jim developed an interest in typography while attending Columbia. Professor and 
type designer George Thompson proved to be an invaluable mentor while Jim was growing as an 
aspiring type designer. 

Before Ascender, Jim worked at a local advertising agency and was a freelance graphic designer, 
and was involved in a variety of projects from brand identity systems to publications, illustrations to 
rock posters. In fact, his lettering and typographic experiments for band fliers may have sparked his 
interest in type design. 

At Ascender, Jim has worked on custom typefaces for a range of corporate branding clients, 
fonts for software and hardware developers, and also retail fonts for the AscenderFonts.com and 
FontMarketplace.com websites. Some of his type designs include: Artcraft Pro, Ayita™, Captain 
Quill™ and a handful of other fonts which are in progress. 
 
Jim lives in Delavan, Wisconsin with his girlfriend Katie, son Riley, two cats and a dog. When he’s 
not designing typefaces or having fun playing dad, Jim is working hard on his other passion, music. 
Jim plays bass and other instruments, and is bandleader/producer for the Chicago-based collective 
improv group, Duchamp.

this guy
↓




